TESTIMONY OF THE REAL ESTATE BOARD OF NEW YORK TO THE
COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND BUILDINGS OF THE NEW YORK CITY
COUNCIL CONCERNING INT. 1170, INT. 1672, AND T2019-4579.
October 7, 2019
The Real Estate Board of New York (REBNY) is the City’s leading real estate trade association representing
commercial, residential, and institutional property owners, builders, managers, investors, brokers, salespeople,
and other organizations and individuals active in New York City real estate. REBNY thanks the Council for the
opportunity to testify on the use of biometric monitoring and forms of tenant access in buildings.
REBNY understands there is widespread concern about personal data and privacy. From social media hacking
to sales of personal data, to data breaches, technological advances have made individuals’ sensitive
information available for misuse. Further concerns have been raised about the potential for these systems to
discriminate against people of color. In light of these serious issues, REBNY supports efforts to develop an
appropriate regulatory regime and appreciates the opportunity to help do so in the City of New York.
Biometric data systems, which detect unique human physical and behavioral characteristics, have created new
opportunities with respect to building management and security. For example, it was widely reported that late
this summer the New York City Police Department was able to use private building biometric systems to identify
and apprehend a serial burglar from Florida. The suspect had come to New York ten times over the course of
five years, breaking into homes and stealing property valued in excess of $400,000. The advanced biometric
technology in private buildings greatly assisted NYPD in his apprehension.1 REBNY recognizes the operational
benefits of these advancements and hopes to see them continue.
For these reasons, regulation must strike an appropriate balance that allows for legitimate uses of these types
of technologies while upholding privacy and data security while preventing discrimination. Furthermore, such
local regulation must be consistent with State and Federal laws as any conflict now or in the future would
prevent the City from accomplishing its goals.
BILL: Intro No. 1170-2019
SUBJECT: A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to requiring
businesses to notify customers of use of biometric identifier technology
SPONSORS: Torres, Espinal, Rosenthal, Rivera, Moya, Rose, Cornegy and Lancman
Int. 1170 would amend the New York City administrative code to require commercial establishments to place a
sign or notice in a visible location near the entrance when biometric data systems are in use. The sign would
inform entering customers that the businesses uses biometric data systems, identify the technology, disclose
any data protection measures and whether the information is shared with third parties.
REBNY appreciates the value in informing the public when their biometric data is being collected and also
believes that these monitoring and data capture technologies offer great services particularly for security in
heavily trafficked entrances.
To improve the bill, we believe that greater clarity is needed in defining the circumstances in which these
disclosures would be required. Specifically, while the term “commercial establishment” in the bill provides
specific types of businesses offering goods and services to the public, the current language could also extend to
private properties where even non-public-facing business occurs. REBNY believes the bill will be most effective
if it is applied only to businesses that are directly selling goods or services to the public rather than places of
business where no direct consumer transactions occur.
Holcombe, Madeline. “An 82-year-old man slipped past doormen in upscale buildings for years and stole
$400k in jewelry, police say.” CNN. September 8, 2019.
https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/08/us/nyc-burglar-82-years-old-upper-east-side/index.html
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BILL: Intro No. 1672-2019
SUBJECT: A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to requiring real
property owners to submit registration statements regarding biometric recognition technology utilized on the
premises
SPONSORS: Richards and Kallos
Int. 1672 would require real property owners that utilize biometric data systems to report the use of the
technology along with information about the buildings and details about the systems to the City. The proposal
would further require certain information about use of these systems in individual properties to be posted on the
City’s Open Data portal.
REBNY understands the Council’s goals of better understanding the use of these systems in buildings across
New York City. However, while certain disclosures to the City and public may be warranted, it is important to
balance that priority with the legitimate security benefits provided by these systems. As drafted, the proposed
legislation asks both commercial and residential buildings to reveal and publicize potentially sensitive security
information that may put tenants’ safety at risk. Including this information in one system serve as a virtual
honeypot for hackers and other wrongdoers, potentially placing the property and tenant security at risk.
Further, Int.1672 would require all property owners to disclose the use of biometric systems including instances
such systems are used to help manage those directly employed by the property (for example to assist with
employee time-keeping). Requiring the registration and disclosure of systems appears to go beyond the goal of
the bill.
BILL: T2019-4579
SUBJECT: A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York and the New York city
building code, in relation to defining the term key and requiring building owners to provide keys to residential
tenants
SPONSORS: Lander
T2019-4579 requires that all residents of buildings be given a key to their unit dwelling as well as all building
entrances. The bill defines a key as a piece of shaped metal with incisions that can be put into a lock to open
and close a door.
Recent instances in which keyless security systems in buildings have been installed has appropriately brought
troubling situations to the fore. However, the proposed legislation would pose significant risks to the safe
operations of buildings and their tenants.
Recognizing the security benefits of technology-enabled keys, many buildings have not used hard metal keys
for several decades. This does not necessarily mean the use of biometric locks. Many buildings use fobs or
cards with magnetic strips because, unlike metal keys, they can be easily deactivated at the end of a lease and
are not easily replicated. Further, recent technology empowers the tenant to conveniently manage security in
their own units. Some application-based locks give tenants the ability to remotely unlock their units to give
access to service providers like dog-walkers, baby-sitters, and repair persons. Requiring all units to have a
metal key would subvert all the benefits of the more advanced systems and also reduce security as having two
means to open the door of a residential unit is significantly less safe.
REBNY appreciates the Council’s concern for tenant access but is very concerned about requiring the
installation of metal-keyed locks in all exterior entrances and that all tenants be given keys to such doors.
Many residential buildings in New York City do not use a hard metal key to open and close exterior doors. This
is the case because doing so would expose the building and its residents to greater risks. Metal keys can be
lost and are easily replicable, both of which would potentially grant unwanted persons access to the building. If
this bill were to be law, if any of the tenants in a building loses the key to the exterior door and the landlord is
not notified, the safety and security of all occupants is put at risk. Moreover, some larger buildings lock certain
ingress doors at night to better ensure the security of the building and tenant safety. For this reason, we believe
it is inappropriate to require all buildings provide all tenants with metal keys to access all exterior doors.
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Thank you for considering our views.

###
CONTACT(S):
Zachary Steinberg
Vice President
Policy & Planning
Real Estate Board of New York (REBNY)
(212) 616-5227
zsteinberg@rebny.com
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Good afternoon council.
My name is Schuyler Duveen, representing a community group called RethinkLink.nyc.
(https://rethinklink.nyc)
I've worked in the technology industry for 25 years seeing many different faces of privacy
violations and the evolution into our current beyond-Orwellian state.
First as a hacker in my sophomoric high-school days, then dealing in educational and security
aspects at schools, I was also Director of Technology at WNYC radio for four years.
I first want to celebrate two aspects of this bill that you should preserve with future legislation:
First, you avoided the narrow framing of "facial recognition" and discuss biometric recognition
in general. This is important since the industry often retreats to narrowly excluding 'facial
recognition' while this is among many forms of recognition, and not even the most reliable,
among others are 'gait recognition' 'voice recognition' 'smell recognition' and a recent patent
filed outlines 'butt recognition'
Second, you avoid the framing of markers that immediately are connected to individuals and you
define the technology around what is *capable* of identifying a person. Many times, the local
company/'collector' will not know the person, but can collect markers and then pass it to other
companies which do matching without any transparency that it's happening at all. The local
organization can confidently say "We don't identify individuals" all the while passing biometric
data to 3rd parties and targeting them or profiling them in other ways.

I'm here to request that you pass this legislation and pass further legislation that is more
aggressive in the following ways:
One, that you expand identifying technology to consumer-products and objects (like key fobs)
that have not been established with local permission on premises.
Our personal phones are tracked with WiFi and BlueTooth technology in all sorts of public
spaces.
RFIDs are embedded in retail items to track during shipping -- from clothing to children's toys.
However, they mostly stay on beyond purchase and can often track your person while
navigating public spaces carrying these items.
Secondly, that you expand the law to new york city 'furniture' -- i.e. Link.NYC kiosks.
One organization that has committed both sins above is Sidewalk labs in partnership with
DoITT. Their current "privacy policy" (if you could call it such a thing) excludes "facial
recognition" but doesn't say they are avoiding any other biometric markers as we walk down the
street. As an example, while the privacy policy says much about how they collect video (they
shouldn't be recording video at all, of course) -- they include 'audio' as "ambient noise" in a
category which they can share indiscriminantly with any third parties and store indefinitely.
New Yorkers should be secure in our public space and we, the people, should set the terms for
our identity being tracked rather than let the companies write their own loop-holes.

One last thing I wanted to discuss is a question that the council has asked other folks testifying
today.
Besides possible the harms brought up thus far,
Credit Scores, Loan Approvals (and advertisements for opportunities) have been based on who
your facebook friends are
-- these can be statistical and if collection occurs, the statistical nature allows companies to lie
about how connected
these factors are -- maybe it's where I walked down the street -- or who I walked down the street
with, or who visited me
in my apartment. We shouldn't wait until it becomes public that this was done.

ANHD
50 Broad Street, Suite 1402
New York, NY 10004
Tel: (212) 747-1117
TESTIMONY OF LUCY BLOCK BEFORE THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL
REGARDING USE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION AND BIOMETRIC DATA COLLECTION
October 7, 2019
To Chair Cornegy and members of the Committee on Housing and Buildings, the Committee on
Technology, and the Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing,
My name is Lucy Block and I am the Research and Policy Associate at the Association for Neighborhood
and Housing Development (ANHD). ANHD builds community power to win affordable housing and
thriving, equitable neighborhoods for all New Yorkers. As a coalition of community groups across New
York City, we use research, advocacy, and grassroots organizing to support our members in their work to
build equity and justice in their neighborhoods and city-wide.
ANHD believes that the use of facial recognition technology and biometric data collection should be
banned from New York City’s residences and businesses, rather than regulated in the limited ways
proposed by these three bills. We have four core concerns. First, facial recognition technology frequently
misidentifies women, people of color and the elderly, creating a disproportionate risk that such residents
will be locked out of their homes in the name of “security.” Second, unnecessary collection of biometric
data is a breach of privacy of all tenants, and there are no safeguards to guarantee the security of the data
collected. Third, the proposed opt-out provision - though well-intentioned - cannot adequately safeguard
tenants. For these reasons - and because landlords have many other, less intrusive security measures at
their disposal that allow them to ensure building safety without increasing surveillance and compromising
privacy - we ask that the Council reject the proposed bills and instead consider a ban on the use of facial
recognition technology in housing. Such a ban is already under consideration in Albany and at the federal
level, and we believe it would better serve the low-income communities of color that we work with and
represent.
Discrimination is Inherent in Both the Technology and Its Proposed Roll-Out
The use of facial recognition and biometric data collection in private spaces will disproportionately
disadvantage women, the elderly, and people of color, particularly those with darker skin. A 2018 MIT
study showed that facial recognition software often misidentifies people of color: the authors showed that
IBM’s algorithm misidentifies light-skinned men just 0.3% of the time and misidentifies dark-skinned
women 34.7% of the time.1 People of color already face significant discrimination in housing, including
in new luxury buildings of the sort most likely to adopt new facial recognition technology. Imagine those
same residents being denied access to their home because the software does not accurately recognize dark
skin tones.
Rather than ensuring the security of all residents, facial recognition and biometric data collection will add
to the over-policing of residents of color in particular, while breaching the privacy of all residents. People
of color are already overpoliced in public and private spaces, and artificial intelligence makes mistakes.

Buolamwini, Joy. Gender Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in Commercial Gender Classification.
Proceedings of Machine Learning Research 81:1–15, 2018.
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v81/buolamwini18a/buolamwini18a.pdf; interactive website:
http://gendershades.org/overview.html.
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We cannot risk merging the two and allowing a new generation of high-tech overpolicing into our homes
and businesses.
Resources:
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/facial-recognition-privacy-racism
“Security” That is Insecure
Even if facial recognition systems were free from bias, it is a serious violation of privacy for all residents,
and renders all of their sensitive biometric information less secure.2 CM Richards’ Intro 1672 requires
that landlords register their use of facial recognition technology with the DoITT. But there are no
guarantees whatsoever about the security of biometric data collected – the bill does not place any
requirements on how the data must be stored and protected or place limitations on whether and with
whom landlords can share tenants’ biometric information. Even if the bill had included such guidelines,
no data storage system is immune to breaches and hacking. An attempt to require registration of this
technology will not ensure that data is well-protected; it will not ensure the security or privacy of
residents.
Tenants Will Not Be Able to Opt Out of Surveillance
We appreciate Councilmember Landers’ effort to mitigate the negative impacts of facial recognition
technology by seeking to require that landlords provide metal key entrances as a mandatory alternative to
a facial recognition entry system and give tenants the right to opt out of the system. Unfortunately, opting
out will not be a realistic option for many. First, the bill does not require affirmative consent from tenants
for use of the technology, nor require landlords to alert tenants to their right to decline. Second, tenants in
a tight rental market may not feel able to exercise their right to opt out if doing so many threaten their
tenancy. Low-income tenants with fewer housing options will feel this pressure most acutely. Finally,
even if a tenant succeeds in opting out, facial recognition entry systems may well obtain identifying
information even from those who have sought to opt out. For instance, the StoneLock System proposed at
APT can scan a face up to 3 feet away from the terminal, and the system takes and stores pictures of any
face scanned that it does not recognize.
*

*

*

In conclusion, there is no security interest that outweighs the significant potential harms of the use
of facial recognition technology in residential spaces. We urge the Council to reject these bills and
instead adopt a ban on the use of this technology.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am happy to answer any questions and can be reached at
lucy.b@anhd.org or 212-747-1117 x13.

Hao, Karen. Making face recognition less biased doesn’t make it less scary. MIT Technology Review: January 19,
2019. https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612846/making-face-recognition-less-biased-doesnt-make-it-less-scary/
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Testimony of Andrew Rigie
Executive Director of the NYC Hospitality Alliance
Before the Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing
October 7, 2019
RE: Requiring businesses to notify customers of the use of biometric identifier technology
Thank you chair and members of the Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing
for inviting us to testify. My name is Andrew Rigie and I am the Executive Director for the New
York City Hospitality Alliance (“The Alliance”). We are a not-for-profit trade association
representing restaurant and nightlife establishments throughout the five boroughs that will be
impacted by Int 1170 which would require businesses to notify customers of the use of
biometric identifier technology.
Our comments in this testimony represent general support for Int. 1170. The Alliance recognizes
that technology is advancing in the hospitality industry. Business owners are utilizing tools such
as data analytics and AI to improve their operations and enhance their customers’ experience.
While biometric identifier technology has not yet been widely adopted in the hospitality industry,
we foresee that new platforms using this technology will enter the marketplace. That’s why, we
believe it is timely to establish clear standards and guidelines for its use.
After review of Int. 1170, we urge you to consider the following modifications:
1. The proposed legislation should clarify that “general security cameras” are not covered
by Int.1170 if they only collect video footage. While many businesses have voluntarily
installed general security cameras, it’s important to note that businesses with a Use
Group 12 Certificate of Occupancy are required by law to install video recording system.
We want to make sure these businesses are not inadvertently covered by this law for
using general security cameras.
2. § 20-829 a: This section should include details about where the sign must be posted by
entrances. We suggest the sign is required to be posted within 10-feet in any direction
from an entrance. This provision should also include a mechanism to allow the sign to be
posted in an alternate location due to the design of the entryway and/or façade of
building.
As new technologies enter the marketplace it’s important that business owners have clear
guidelines for the appropriate use of such technologies. We appreciate you considering these
modifications and look forward to continuing the conversation around this topic.
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Rigie (arigie@thenycalliance.org)
New York City Hospitality Alliance
65 West 55 Street, Suite 203A | New York, NY, 10019
212-582-2506 | info@thenycalliance.org | www.thenycalliance.org
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New York City Council
Committee on Housing and Buildings, Committee on Technology, and
Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing
October 7, 2019
Hearing on Facial Recognition Technology and
Biometric Data Collection in Businesses and in Residences
Written Testimony of Anita Booker,
Tenant of Atlantic Plaza Towers, Brooklyn, NY
As tenants of Atlantic Plaza Towers Tenant’s Association (ATA), why wasn't we informed
about this meeting pertaining to our place of residence? Last year DHCR sent out an owner's
application for modification of services providing residents with 20 days to respond with a yes or
a no, when some residents "I take that back the majority of the residents either didn't receive it or
received it after the deadline because there was renovation going on in the building and the mail
was tossed around. I know this because a few of us canvassed the other tenants in the lobby after
a tenants meeting was held.
Tenants have so many issues that needs to be addressed, why is this such a big deal to
install (which is very frightening because it's an invasion of our privacy)? People with money is
starting to fixing up our neighborhoods to bring property value up, so the poor people like me can't
afford to live here anymore. I am part of EBC, East Bklyn Churches and we are finding out that
there are so many people are losing their homes because of the changes taken place, now we have
to fight to protect our privacy, where we live. As written in the DHCR packet,
Where is the safety & security of installing this bio technology in our place of residence?
Just like people walk in the building behind us when you use your key fob, what difference is it
going to make if our face is scanned. The person will still come in. I have my proof that ATA
security works. The five of us who was asking other tenants if they received the package from
DHCR about Facial recognition, a week later we received a letter with a colored photo with our
apartments written over our pictures stating that the lobby is not a place to solicit, electioneer, hang
out or loiter.
Please think hard about what landlords are doing. We are not just here to speak on behalf
of the tenants of ATA, with so many people needing housing, his so called affordable housing is
now being designed with bio technology and people are being forced to be scanned before they
sign their lease.
I ask you how would you feel as a tenant if your landlord install this gadget that would
invade your privacy and you don't know where it will end up? Please help us come up with a bill
to prevent this bio technology out of residential areas.
Thank you,
Anita Booker

Testimony of Fabian Rogers
249 Thomas S Boyland Street, Brooklyn, 11233
New York City Council Committee on Housing and Buildings, Committee on Technology,
and Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing
October 7, 2019
Hello City Council Housing & Buildings Committee, my name is Fabian Rogers. I am a
resident here on behalf of the many tenants, like those who spoke before me, of Atlantic Plaza
Towers, in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, Brooklyn, and potential tenants all throughout New York
City. I come to this occasion with a critical lens on the issue of the uprise of biometric
surveillance & security technology in different facets of our society, because of the potential
lives that can be heavily affected by these innovations. More specifically, my personal testimony
is aimed at potential legislation on the table today that focuses on this type of technology’s use in
the housing sector, both public and private. With regards to the bills that we’re engaging in
discourse over, I am here to strongly suggest the idea of a moratorium on these because of the
stage at which tech giants such as Microsoft, IBM, and Face++ are at with their facial
recognition technology. Although I am grateful that there are government policies being
presented at all, I have to be mindful of the strength of these policies and how much protection
they would provide for tenants like myself. With dealing with the vast and rapid pace of the
integration of technology within our society, we have to be mindful of the consequences of
dealing with new, untested, and possibly incorrectly regulated biometric technology. We have to
constantly ask ourselves: what are we dealing with here? Who is affected? How are they
affected? And how does that then impact the rest of society? I recommend a moratorium because
although these bills mean well, I still had discomfort with the legalese of the bills proposed. I
worry that despite the premise of justice in these bills, the outcome upon these bills being passed
might not reach the feats of justice we hope for. That worry stems from the issue that the lives
that would be most impacted have yet to truly be heard and considered. I worry that these bills
would unfortunately and shrewdly fall short of providing full protection to ALL tenants in the
face of unsanctioned innovation with facial recognition technology.
Interestingly enough, we often talk and focus on the steps of innovation of these
emerging technologies around us. We get caught in the glamor of a new gadget that might offer a
better sense of convenience in everyday activity. However, we don’t think or talk as often about
the missteps that come with innovation. Just like other science experiments, the hypotheses that
come with these technologies can have room for errors. Typically, that margin of error is fine to
tinker with and improve upon. But the major difference here is that the margin of error for facial
recognition technology involves everyday people’s personal biometric data. The repercussions of
this type of error can cost everyday people information that the government couldn't even afford
to replace. A person’s biometrics is essentially priceless, and unique to them but with this

legislation, we are allowing for that private information to monetized without allowing control to
the people who give up their private information in the first place. This legislation is set in a way
as though we assume this facial recognition technology is full-proof when tech giants such as
Microsoft, IBM, and Face++ have elusively said otherwise.
A study done by Joy Boulamwini, a researcher at MIT and Timnit Gebru, a researcher at
Microsoft, through using the evaluation systems on about 2200 - 2300 facial profiles (harvested
from the internet) marketed and created by Microsoft, IBM, and Face++, they found massive
inaccuracies, particularly amongst the demographic of women of color. Although darker-skinned
women profiles only accounted for 21% of the entire test pool of faces to evaluated, their profile
accounted for 61% to nearly 73% of error rates within these same facial recognition systems
being marketed by the near forerunners of this type of technology. The folks who are essentially
leading the world in technological innovation in this facet, still have a large margin of error yet
to be addressed. Ironically, the demographic at peril in this study is more than likely the first and
main demographic at peril in reality. With gentrification phasing out the diversity in
neighborhoods, these technologies will be used as surveillance tactics to essentially speed up that
process, allowing landlords another metric to be an intrusion among the privacy of tenants like
myself and those you heard before me.
Because there is no true regulation around these technologies, startup companies such as
Stonelock, the company in the midst of trying to use their technology on the buildings which my
tenants and I come from, can use their technology without necessary validation studies to show if
they have actual efficacy on the data they would harvest. Think about for a second if you can, if
tech giants don't have a grapple on efficacy with all demographics and startup companies may
not even be required to have validation studies checked and critiqued, where does that leave the
margin of error in reality? We are no longer talking about practice studies, we are talking about
reality even having a worse reflection of what we've seen from information that knowledgeable
data scientists have shown us time and time again. Potentially black and brown bodies who can't
afford to have a voice in this battle because of everyday life challenges, can be taken advantage
of and tied in to biometric data mismatches that could cost them their lives as law abiding
citizens. This intrusion on personal data starts off from a premise of inaccuracy and will
inherently have an outcome of heavy inaccuracy that can potentially lead to eviction, unlawful
arrest, and unlawful mismanagement of people's personal data. The potentiality for people's
biometric information being taken advantage of not just by landlords but by hackers
exponentially grows with the uprise of starter tech companies that don't match the liking of tech
giants such as Microsoft, IBM, and Face++. Thus leaving tenants like myself in a place of peril
as I'm just a test subject along a bigger scheme for hasty integration of technology in our society.

New York City Council
Committee on Housing and Buildings, Committee on Technology, and
Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing
October 7, 2019
Hearing on Facial Recognition Technology and
Biometric Data Collection in Businesses and in Residences
Written Testimony of Icemae Gardner-Downes,
Tenant of Atlantic Plaza Towers, Brooklyn, NY
Hello, I am Icemae Gardner-Downes a representative for Atlanta Plaza Towers Tenant’s
Association and a tenant in the building since 1968. We are here today to present our opposition
to bills-INT 1672-2019 and T2019-4579.
Atlantic Plaza Towers is comprised of two 24-story buildings with a total of 714 rent
stabilized units in the Brownville section of Brooklyn. It is owned by Nelson Management
Group. The demographic make-up of the complex is about 80% female and minors of color.
In the fall of 2018 we received a mailing from NYS Housing & Community Renewal
Office of Rent Administration/MCI unit better known as DHCR stating our owner had filed for a
lease modification to install a Facial Recognition to replace the current Key Fob system. The
notice instructed us to check the yes box if you agreed or check the No box and explain why you
disagreed and return by given deadline. Attached to the notice was a list of every tenant’s name
and apartment number in your building. Privacy be dammed.
With no guidelines from DHRC we decided to:
1. organize and educate ourselves about facial recognition and biometric data
technology. We “Googled” until our fingers were numb;
2. seek help from Elected Officials, Technology Experts and Brooklyn Legal Service of
Brownville; and
3. we reached out to the media.
Where are we today? On May1, 21019, we filed our opposition papers with DHCR at their
Jamaica office. Our State Assemblywoman Latrice Walker has since introduced Bill A7790 to
prohibit the use of facial recognition system by a landlord on any residential premise. The
Senate version of the same bill is S5687.
I pose these questions to City Council Members:
1. Did you speak to any experts who know about this technology before you drafted
these bills?
2. Did you speak with any tenants currently living in buildings with a facial recognition
system to find out about their experiences and concerns?

Because Council Members, if you had spoken to either of those groups then you would
know these bills do not go far enough. We the tenants of Atlantic Plaza Towers do not believe
Bills INT 1672 and T2019-4579, as proposed, are strong enough to support our opposition to the
use of Facial Recognition and Biometric in residential building.
We further ask for a moratorium to stop any current or planned use of these systems until
there is a full ban in place, because we know facial recognition and biometric surveillance
systems have already been installed in residential buildings.

Thank you,
Icemae Gardner-Downes

City Council Committee Hearing testimony:
Hello,
My name is Tasliym Francis and I am currently a working mom, who has been raised from
a 3rd generation and now raising a 4th, all rented and residing in Atlantic Plaza Towers.
Alongside many of us who have lived here just as long as I have, would like to continue to
raise our children in an environment where we already feel safe and secure with the many
forms of security provided. This is why I am proud to be here to represent myself, Atlantic
Plaza Towers tenants, and others who are in opposition for this biometric system, referred
to as facial technology, and any other forms of technology that uses our biometric identity
as a form of entry into a place of residence, without an option to consent. We are urging the
council to broaden federal privacy legislation against the use of biometric data collection in
residential buildings across NYC such as California has done, and not just for Atlantic
Plaza Towers! I am testifying that we push for a moratorium and a ban on this huge
imposition and since we the tenants feel that security (for reason to why Nelson
Management wants this new technology in the first place) is not an issue for most of us
because we face other problems that need to be address in APT. As predominately minority
women raising children, now have to face an even bigger issue with the introduction of such
a risky surveillance system that most tenants simply just do not want and seems to only
benefits landlords, the government and private sectors. Faulty technology that would also
scan the faces of our children, whose facial features changes over time, also seems to be
rather problematic instead benefit to any tenants. And as some of us may know that in
history when some systems have appeared beneficial to citizens, especially without proper
knowledge or education, we have in fact become so unsafe that the harm-to-benefit ratio
becomes inexcusable and unfair, and should be enough to bear in mind complete bans. I
may sound cliché but this is an example of “everything the glitters, just is not gold”. The
law already prohibits certain kinds of dangerous digital technologies, such as spyware and
I honestly feel that facial recognition technology can become far more dangerous, especially
since hackers are still always at bay and is in dire need for prohibition in a residential
building.
When entering our building we come through a door without a key, but then the next two
are required the use of electronic key fobs upon entry, for a total of 3 doors. There is an
intercom system, another form of electrical use; visitors enter a numerical passcode for the
apartment they want to visit, and the tenant can speak back and then press a button to
unlock the door. Alongside the intercom system, our cell phone numbers can be attached to
this device in cases to which you do not have your key fob, we can use our cell phones to let
ourselves or others into one door but not though the third door. The third door you must
either have a keyfob or maybe depending who is on site, a security guard will let you in or
you would have to wait for someone to come in/out. However, in any cases of emergency if
a power outage happens and technology works against us, tenants and visitors would then
either be locked out or in the building. Just recently, technology did failed us and there had
been a power outage this past summer and left tenants without water and electricity. One
building had to do without both, while one just had lacked water. Tenants from 249 had to
be let in and out of the building because of no electricity for about a day and I’m quite
fearful if this type of thing happens again, how long will it take to restore power? Facial
recognition technology does not feel safe and I fear that in case of an emergency, strangers
or just about anyone will have gain full and easier access to the property.

There’s a security guard that sits in a booth, situated between the last 2 doors, watching
who comes in and out of the building. After walking thru the doors, and passing a security
guard, there are cameras positioned by the doors, both the front and back entry of the
buildings; by the elevators, in the elevators, and as soon as we get off of the elevator to walk
to our apartments…yeah you guessed it another camera! We also have a maintenance crew
who also secures the premises. They are indirectly put on duty to watch us, since some were
past security guards, who were given “promotions” to become a part of the maintenance
team in our buildings, but some of us feel that they too, watch us. If a security guard is not
sitting at the booth, a maintenance worker will be seated there. When we hang fliers up or
slip them under doors, some cannot be pushed fully under the doors, we have been told
that building maintenance are given strict order by management to take fliers that are
visible and throw them away! Eyes are everywhere, even when we think they are not
watching us, which also seems pretty frightening. When we come in or out the building
with a big box, pictures have been taken of tenants which results to that tenant being
investigated and/or interrogated by either sending security or one of their head
maintenance, such as Mr. Moore to find out exactly what that tenant had in their box. I
mean seriously to what extent do we draw the line to what is private or not? What is
considered too much or too little security, especially in a low income, minority setting to
where lack of privacy and consideration is given?
We as residents do not want to feel as if though we are prisoners, tagged and monitored as
soon as we make a move in our homes, or in any place for that matter, particularly with a
system that is ineffective. Why should we endure such treatment especially in a place where
we pay our rent? Now let’s take a look at Jimmy Gomez, a California Democrat, (which
according to CNN, California has in fact set forth temporarily banning state and local law
enforcement from using facial-recognition software in body cameras, as the largest state
takes action against the technology), a Harvard graduate and one of the rare Hispanic
lawmakers serving in the US House of Representatives. But to Amazon's facial recognition
system, he resembled a possible criminal. Gomez was one of 28 US Congress
members falsely matched with mugshots of people who've been arrested, as part of
a test the American Civil Liberties Union ran last year of the Amazon Rekognition
program. According to the ACLU, nearly 40 percent of the false matches by Amazon's tool,
which is being used by police, involved people of color.
The results emphasizes an increasing concerns amongst civil liberties groups, lawmakers,
tech firms, and even some tenants who live in buildings throughout the nation, that facial
recognition could hurt minorities as the technology becomes more conventional. The usage
of the technology is now being used on iPhones and Android phones, police,
retailers, airports and schools are gradually approaching around to it too. With studies
proving that facial recognition systems have a tougher time identifying women and darkerskinned people, which could lead to frightful false positives especially within Atlantic Plaza
Towers residents, since predominately women of color living here. This is an example of
how the application of technology in a residential space can cause harmful consequences
for communities who are already over-surveilled.
We have experienced mere disrespect, and have been continuously treated like criminals in
our own homes. For instance, when some of us first learned about facial recognition,
tenants gathered in the lobby to discuss the use of this new technology. Building

management then sent the tenants who were spreading knowledge or awareness, a notice to
threaten us with pictures taken from a security camera, have sent the police, and stated
that the lobby was not “a place to solicit, electioneer, hang out or loiter.” When in fact
landlords, nevertheless, don’t have the right to ban nonviolent and diplomatic gatherings in
this way because it is our rights as tenants to congregate and educate one another. Our
biggest danger is that this technology will get into the hands of third party entities, who will
get unsolicited access to our biometric information, and ultimately we will be placed in
damaging systems such as perpetual police lineups as indicated by the researchers at
Georgetown Law School.
There is a huge growing gap between existing laws and current privacy bills have not been
ambitious enough to protect ALL people, especially those of color & immigrants. I suggest
we create a blueprint for future legislation. We need to consider ways to improve
introduced bill proposals, including a central “golden rule of privacy” to ensure we can
trust that our personal data is handled in ways consistent with our own interests and within
the parameters in which it is collected. High-tech revolution is surpassing privacy
protections. Government is now capable of collecting specifics about our private lives, for
instance in New York, police have secretly installed surveillance gear planned for conflict,
and now since this flawed facial recognition technology has slowly crept into transit hubs
and our schools, our governments and courts have outsourced sensitive decision-making to
a biased algorithm system.
According to the Medium “Tempted by this vision, people will continue to invite facial
recognition technology into their homes and onto their devices, allowing it to play a central
role in ever more aspects of their lives. And that’s how the trap gets sprung and the
unfortunate truth becomes revealed: Facial recognition technology is a menace disguised as
a gift. It’s an irresistible tool for oppression that’s perfectly suited for governments to
display unprecedented authoritarian control and an all-out privacy-eviscerating machine”
and honestly I could not have said it better and I will reiterate what I stated in the
beginning, that everything that glitters, just is not gold!
In Conclusion, privacy has become a complicated concept, one that frequently changes with
the times and with evolving technologies. The technologies and devices one may assume as
vital to modern life also keeps an extensive record of where we go, who we interact with,
how we entertain ourselves, and more. As a result, we suffer the consequences and as some
of us have experienced over the past several years, often corporations fail to protect our
most sensitive information, by receiving unknown phone calls or unwanted emails, we are
often feeling like government is secretly spying on us. There are actions one can take to
secure our own information, but I still feel comfortable if broader protections requiring
new legislation or even reconstructing our constitutional rights for this new digital era;
since the Fourth Amendment's protection against "unreasonable" searches and seizures
leaves substantial room for clarification. The urge for more privacy has been gaining
recognition. Now the question is whether the courts, the federal government, or the states
will step in to protect our privacy. Its future is still up for grabs.
I personally have recognized this dilemma as a new and potentially positive opportunity for
Atlantic Plaza to become more engaged within our community, and to hopefully build new
bonds with our neighbors, new and old, in raising awareness and setting precedents on
social issues that affects not just one, but can affect us all in the future. I believe it’s great

that we show that we as citizens in the United States, make strong use of our rights, and
continue to voice our opinions in creating new laws that apply to a newer and a much more
innovative society that which we live in.
Ladies and gentlemen, one must realize that we are living in a day and age with rapid
advancement of modern technology to where artificial intelligence has become highly
regulated by people in specific power, and to those who heavily depend on it for their social
media or for other uses. I feel it is necessary and the wisest thing to set forth by
implementing newer laws against specific advanced technology, such as facial recognition
in a residential area where privacy is a huge concern and not security. Ultimately, we the
tenants of Atlantic Plaza Towers already feel safe and urge our city council to push in
taking better precautions against warrantless collection of sensitive data by the
government, fighting for transparency about the information government sweeps up and
its techniques, and advocating for New Yorkers’ to cautiously take control over their
personal data and who has access to it. Thank you all for your time and consideration, and
I hope to hear a positive solution that makes us all happy in this case.

